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The Mesh-AI Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) & 
Machine Learning 
(ML) Assessment and 
Strategy Accelerator 
is our tried-and-
tested framework 
enabling enterprises 
to boost adoption of 
AI and ML at scale. 
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97% of companies that have successfully 
deployed machine learning projects have 
seen quantified business value.

So it is with good reason that investment in 
AI and ML has caught the attention of many 
large enterprises. 

However, in most cases, these organisations 
are yet to act on it effectively - scrambling to 
kick off projects and initiatives without fully 
understanding the business opportunities they 
want to capitalise on or the data they have 
available to make it happen.

The 
Challenge

Chapter 1
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Organisations can apply AI and ML in 
order to enable the following business 
outcomes: 

01. Drive new and additional revenue streams.

02. Help internal users make better decisions 
through the use of data science.

03. Build operational AI/ML systems to support 
intelligent features in customer-facing 
applications.

04. Create differentiated products.

05. Introduce operational efficiencies.

06. Understand their customers better to 
improve user experience. 
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But in order to unlock this, they 
face a bigger challenge - having the 
sufficient skills and experience to:

•	 Build AI/ML models in a safe     
and secure manner.

•	 Demonstrate their efficacy, transparency   
and value. 

•	 Plan for long-term success and deploy  
these models in production at scale.

The opportunity with AI and ML is unbounded, 
but without the right skills in place, and the right 
focus on the business opportunity, many of these 
initiatives never make it to production.
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The Solution: 
Our AI & ML 
Assessment & 
Strategy Accelerator

Chapter 2

Stage 1: 
Assessment & Strategy  •  4 Weeks

Stage 2:
AI & ML Design Sprint  •  2 Weeks

Mesh-AI follows a tried-and-tested framework   
to baseline your AI & ML maturity across people,  
process and technology. Our AI & ML Assessment  
& Strategy Accelerator identifies the areas within   
your organisation’s operating model that require   
the most attention. 

The accelerator is split into two phases and runs for 
6-weeks. They are: 
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Stage 1:

Assessment 
& Strategy
Over 4 weeks we analyse three example applications, business 
products, or targeted outcomes, to establish a starting point for 
your AI & ML transformation.

This allows us to build and prioritise capability areas, and 
investment requirements from which your organisation can 
mature its adoption of AI & ML. Enabling you to:

01. Improve your organisation’s ability to make better 
decisions.

02. Optimise business operations to eliminate waste.

03. Enhance the way you target and sell to customers to drive 
revenue growth.

04. Rapidly test new business hypotheses with AI & ML 
enabled applications. 
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Stage 2:

AI & ML 
Design Sprint

Upon completion of the assessment, we deliver a 10 
Day Design Sprint. 

This demonstrates how AI & ML can be used in your 
business to address complex business opportunities. 

We identify a single pain point, establish a 
hypothesis, and demonstrate the power of AI 
& ML against validated data-sets across your 
business. 

The Design Sprint is powered by our battle-tested 
Orbital Framework and takes inspiration from the 
well-established design sprint methodology created 
by Google Ventures. 
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The Orbital 
Framework
Orbital is our tried-and-tested transformation framework for 
accelerating, de-risking and amplifying data, analytics, AI & ML 
capabilities. Orbital is a well trodden pathway, enabling your 
organisation to thrive in the new data driven world. 

It’s a five-phase	roadmap of activities and data driven 
processes for measuring maturity, delivering business valuable 
capability at scale, all aligned to customer success.
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The AI and ML Assessment & Strategy Accelerator baselines 
your existing maturity across people, process and technology 
pillars. This covers the following dimensions: 

01. Hypothesis Definition 

02. Data Discovery, Accessibility & Quality 

03. Infrastructure Provisioning and Tooling

04. Model Selection & Input Testing Strategy

05. Model Versioning

06. Data Versioning

07. Output Monitoring 

08. Model Utilisation 

09. Operating Model

10. Ethics & Governance 

11. Model Performance Monitoring 

12. Explainability
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How It Works: 
Our Approach

Chapter 3
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During the 6 week 
period our team:
•	Combine subjective and objective insights to understand 

bottlenecks that prevent business value through the 
successful delivery of AI & ML enabled projects. These insights 
are gathered through big room discovery sessions, one to one 
interviews and impact mapping exercises.

•	Immerse ourselves in your teams to understand ways of 
working, current skill sets, AI & ML product delivery behaviours 
and methodologies to identify gaps and potential weaknesses.

•	Provide comparable benchmarking with industry standards 
and peers around infrastructure and data science tooling, 
model creation, performance and utilisation to understand the 
potential edge and deficiencies you have with your competitors. 

•	Seed demonstrable examples of best practice AI & ML 
problem scoping, solution design, model deployment, ways of 
working & operating models to fit your business requirements. 

•	Upon identifying the people, process & technology constraints, 
we map these opportunities to new capability areas that are 
aligned to modern AI & ML paradigms and best practices.

•	Each of these capability areas are broken down into people, 
process and technology interventions with suggestions 
for immediate next-steps that will inform your AI & ML 
transformation roadmap. 

•	Where required, we will build the business case to support  
your investment needs and establish measurable justifications 
that are tied to business value generation, not just just 
technology savings. 
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Using the findings we mobilise an AI & ML Design sprint in 
order to prove how AI & ML capabilities can be applied against 
a single use case from our 3 shortlisted applications that have 
been reviewed as part of the assessment phase of the project.  

During the AI & ML Design Sprint, 
we will:

01. Bring together business and technology stakeholders  
to understand big business focuses and problems. 

02. Prioritise a single focus point to prove or disprove   
a shared hypothesis. 

03. Perform data discovery, mapping and sourcing activities  
to surface the relevant and required data to tackle    
these items. 

04. Build a lightweight model and visualisation capability to 
demonstrate data science and analytics. As well as the 
potential business value delivered by the model. 

05. Execute a model testing process that is simple but 
effectively demonstrates a solution to the problem. 

06. Discuss how the model or solution will be integrated into 
existing business practices to ensure maximum utilisation 
and value delivery.

07. Report findings back to key stakeholders and provide a 
set of recommendations to move the initiative forward as a 
“Production” ready capability, with a Lighthouse Project. 
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Our assessment & strategy accelerator supercharges 
your organisation’s AI & ML transformation 
efforts. 

We build a rapid view of the estate and establish 
a mode of execution across people, process and 
technology, demonstrating AI & ML against a validated 
business specific use case.  

By applying our Orbital Framework, we move your 
organisation from a state of ongoing analysis 
to build alignment and consensus on the 
organisation’s direction of travel with AI and ML.

This enables your organisation to shift towards an 
evidence based execution model at speed, where in 
partnership, we demonstrate new ways of working, 
roles, processes and architectural paradigms that 
generate business value for your business through 
the execution of Lighthouse Projects. 

The Business 
Outcome

Chapter 4
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What is a Lighthouse 
Project?
Lighthouse Projects are an accelerator and catalyst 
for delivering transformational change across your 
business. We execute Lighthouse Projects to reimagine 
your organisation’s use of data, analytics, AI & ML. We 
take this approach to guarantee the biggest outcomes 
in an accelerated time frame. 

An ideal Lighthouse Project carries 
these types of characteristics:

01. Compelling event or business opportunity

02. Time sensitive, milestone pressures 

03. Combination of heritage & cloud native systems

04. Executive support & sponsorship

05. Funded initiatives with a measurable business case

06. Open minded teams who want to deliver real 
business change
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Get in touch with us at hello@mesh-ai.com 
to get started with your AI & ML Assessment 
& Strategy Accelerator. 

This process builds momentum within your 
transformation agenda, quickly establishing 
technical capabilities, processes and ways of 
working to apply across your organisation and 
wider operating model.
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Mesh-AI is a global 
consultancy that 
uses data, machine 
learning and artificial 
intelligence to deliver 
transformative 
outcomes for 
enterprise 
organisations.
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Our Services

Smart applications can improve both 
the customer experience and the 
performance of your company. We 
create, construct, and run AI enabled 
smart applications that transform 
your machine learning insights into 
actionable results.

AI Enabled 
Applications

Advisory & 
Consulting

Data is your competitive advantage. 
We work with you to understand 
your strategic business objectives, 
quickly understand your current 
state and define an actionable 
strategy that turns data into 
measurable business value.

Turn your data into valuable business 
insights. We help you to build out a 
powerful analytics engine so you can 
transform information into business-
critical intelligence.

BI & 
Analytics

Make your data work for you. We 
partner with you to solve complex 
business problems with data, 
through modern engineering tools 
and practices at scale.

Data 
Engineering

Go further with your data and 
discover the benefits from advanced 
AI. We collaborate with you to build 
upon your data foundations to point 
AI and ML capabilities at your most 
pressing business opportunities.

AI 
& ML

Data 
Mesh

Unlock enterprise data agility 
at scale with data mesh - a 
new approach to designing and 
developing a highly decentralised 
data architecture, allowing you 
to streamline existing centralised 
practices to access the data you 
need, when you need it at scale.
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